


Covet House strikes again in a glorious project of a residence sprawling over 4,200 sq ft 
on the fringes of Mumbai, replete with an interplay of colour, shifting silhouettes and an 

unapologetically expressive scheme of design. 

When lead Designers and homeowners Saloni and Hiren Ganatra focussed their design 
prowess together on bringing their creative vision to life, the celebration of their polar 
opposite, yet complementary design personas assumed the spotlight, specially when 
combined with the exclusive pieces from the 12 luxury brands from Covet House. 

 
The stances in this project were switched, the designers who are acclimatized to 
looking into every micron of detail for their clients, became the key-end users in these 
endeavours. Casa Neue is emblematic of the ‘ingenious’ - a home pieced together with 
its every weave by the design partners with utmost affection and prowess. This abode 
was conceptualised from the get-go as a blank canvas that encapsules every facet of 

design the Architects and homeowners in this case would resonate with.

Located on the 22nd floor, the bare shell of the home is a culmination of 3 apartments 
and offers vantage panoramic views of the bustling city on one side, and rolling views 
of the Sahyadri range on the other - a collage of contrasting contextual landscapes. The 
design narrative of Casa Neue has been seamed together with the penchant to create 
an experiential and sensorial identity, tangibly brought into existence via the curation 
of stimulating colours, material and finishes in each nook. Maximalism runs in the very 
pulse of this abode - in a way this home is a reflection of the designer’s deep-rooted 
resonance with eclecticism - a juxtaposition of classic, modern, raw and luxurious 

strains of design and the creation of à la mode spaces.
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The entrance lobby is the very 
first rendezvous between the end-
user and Casa Neue. The lift lobby 
opens up to the views of the focal 
billiards table that complements 
the plushness of the common 
space, tying in with the geometric 
flooring to add interest. This area 
has been visualized as the spatial 
point that commences the visual 

narration of the abode’s saga. 

Doses of bright vermillion in the form of the upholstered Marco Armchair from Essential Home set 
against the mosaic ornate Corinthian column wall backdrop in the formal living room reiterate the 

home’s grammar – a mélange of classical and eclectic forms. 

The formal living room is a 
semblance of maximalism, 
jewel tones and a communal 
space in the home that 
encaptures its core design 
narrative. The curved metal 
curtain reveals vantage 
views of the city, making 
this the quintessential 
space to host and entertain. 
The vignettes from across 
the home are a masterclass 
in statement pieces, 
raw expression and an 
unapologetic engagement 
of colour. Seen here is the 
iconic ‘Oasis’ bar capsule 
that bleeds red, offset 
against metallic art and 
an arched-base console. 
Velvet sapphires of the 
Fitzroy Sofa from Brabbu, 
the layered views through 
the screen, a bespoke 
patterned wallpaper and 
lighting assume the identity 
of art – the formal living 
room captures moments 
in time that pay homage to 

maximalism.

The aspect of pragmatism has been ingrained into the design 
process; the emphasis lay on creating a residence that harboured 
every need of the family members, the designer’s love for hosting 
and the coexistence of aesthetics in tandem with technology, 

while stringing together an engaging milieu.
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The powder bathroom is 
an experiential journey for 
the senses. Lit strategically 
to create an immersive 
palette, the mammoth 
hemispherical wall mirror 
and three -dimensional 
jewel insect sculptures 
placed strategically to 
emulate their attraction to 
the glimmering light bring 
the space to life, engulfing 
the guests in the home’s 

larger than life nuances. 

The outdoor deck composed 
of the radial scalloped 
monochrome floors, 
luminous lounge chairs 
and avant-garde statement 
lighting make the space the 
idyllic nook to unwind and 
host alike, while offering 
panoramic views of the city.

The informal living room is the heart of the home where the constituent apartments 
meld into each other. The emerald couch, moody botanical wallpaper and the 
omnipresence of wooden tones creates an inviting scheme of spaces that find its 
inspiration in the ‘Eden’ aesthetic . This section of the home is a true chameleon 
of functions – morphing into a lounge, home theatre or a game’s parlor as per the 

family’s needs.  

The transitional space in the layout, the informal living room binds together a deep 
emerald tone with the warmth of the wooden wall finishes and ceiling rafters. This 
zone also axially connects to the private suites, establishing a clear demarcation of 

privacy and circulation.
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The dining nook is the nucleus 
of all familial activity. The sleek 
intricately ribbed-edge dining 
table, the uber-modern grey 
curved back dining chairs and the 
organic-form hooped luminaire 
set the tone for a visual and literal 
feast. The family dining area 
anchors the pedestal sink nook 
that visually flows into the outdoor 
deck area. The stone sink is paired 
with the ornate brass mirror that 
hosts reflections of the rugged 
rubble wall outdoors, blurring 
the boundaries between the 
outside and inside - reiterating the 
contrast created by the materiality 

engaged.

The capacious galley kitchen in Casa Neue is a dialogue 
between teak finishes, gorgeous marble backsplashes 
and archetypal ivory-white countertops; connected to 
the home via an interface of a glass fenestration lending 

it a fluidic character.



A muted yet layered design ethos rules the 
roost in the parent’s suite! An expansive 
bedroom underscored by blush tones, a 
play of geometry and a warm visual palette 
creates an engaging ambience that is a 
retreat to the senses. The bedside montage 
in the parent’s suite is a captivating 
composition of a softly illuminated arched 
backdrop, an upholstered headboard and 
a wine-red fluted globe pendant that stirs 
visual drama. The artisanal embroidered 
floral rug caresses the wall with a delicate 

charm in the form of a wall installation. 

The vanity in the parent’s bedroom is 
created via the amalgamation of blush 
hues and a subdued nude colour palette. 
The arched mirror makes a statement in 
the niche, coupled with globe sconces. The 
polished buff Onyx flooring grounds the 

space with timeless panache.

The master suite is a vision of impactful yet 
robust design. The custom back-lit marble 
headboard is the epitome of art, kudos 
to the sinuous patterns it creates. While 
working with a monochrome palette, each 
material brings an ingenious touch to the 
space that work cohesively. The room 
entwines a monochrome narrative with 
elegance seamlessly. A play of contrast, 
the master bedroom anchors deep umber 
tones that are balanced against the 
monochromatic demeanour of the suite. 
Pops of hues make a cameo in the form of 

statement furniture additions. 

A play of contrast, the master bedroom 
anchors deep umber tones that are 
balanced against the monochromatic 
demeanour of the suite. Pops of hues make 
a cameo in the form of statement furniture 

additions.



The master bath is a vision 
in monochrome. Walls 
clad in black and white 
Panda Marble accentuate 
the stated and modern 
sentiment – a space that is a 
piece of art in its own right.

Doused in a moody and 
engaging palette of materiality, 
the walk -in closet harbours 
a dedicated display wall 
that illuminates each valued 
collectible in a heightened 
manner; reiterating the 
ideology of feeling inherently 
good if one looks good ; all 
while occupying a space that 
functions in an idyllic manner.

Everything for Love – The artistic den is an 
oasis that hosts the inhabitant’s creative 
downtime. The custom neon signage 
infuses the den with a rose tint in the 
form of dappled illumination, setting 
the ambience right. The furniture here 
is meant to encourage unwinding and 
decompression. The bric-a-brac, curios 
and furniture introduced into the artistic 
den is a careful exercise in personalized 
curation – the milieu here is playful and 

uninhibited in its expression. 



The dining nook is the nucleus of all familial activity. The sleek intricately ribbed-
edge dining table, the uber-modern grey curved back dining chairs and the organic-
form hooped luminaire set the tone for a visual and literal feast. The family dining 
area anchors the pedestal sink nook that visually flows into the outdoor deck area. 
The stone sink is paired with the ornate brass mirror that hosts reflections of the 
rugged rubble wall outdoors, blurring the boundaries between the outside and 

inside - reiterating the contrast created by the materiality engaged.

Finally, the kid’s bedroom is all about tapping into child -like wonder. The bunk 
-beds, touches of bright crimson and the ceiling treated as a slice of the sky engage 
in vivacious elemental play. Organic silhouettes introduced into the children’s 
bedroom are a take on the theatrical proscenium curtains that cascade over a 
stage. This form drapes itself around the accent wall, lending the children’s room 

a dramatic flair.
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COVET HOUSE keeps up with the latest inspirations with BOCA DO LOBO, 
DELIGHTFULL,BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, 
ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, FOOGO, and CAFFE LATTE. 

Inspiring and creating new trends.

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE.
WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE WORLD.

Please, credit ALL USED images with COVET HOUSE or www.covethouse.eu

• NOTES TO EDITORS •
For more information, projects, interviews, trends and high-resolution images,

Please contact:
ANDRÉ MARTINS | PRESS MANAGER

Press and Public Relations 
press@covethouse.eu

TAG US IN YOUR ARTICLE / PUBLICATION.
WE WILL SHARE IT.

 
@covethouse_

Click me! 

I’m inter
active.

 

https://www.facebook.com/covetlounge?utm_source=press_release_CVT_MidCenturyModer&utm_medium=press&utm_campaign=cvt_amartins_press
https://www.instagram.com/covethouse_/?utm_source=press_release_CVT_MidCenturyModer&utm_medium=press&utm_campaign=cvt_amartins_press
https://www.linkedin.com/uas/login?session_redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fcovethousedesign%2Fmycompany
https://www.pinterest.pt/covet__house/

